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[Grant Writing News] Access the June 2018 Issue - Research Development and Grant Writing News

Good afternoon! The June issue includes:

- Humanities and STEMM Integration
- It's a Good Time to Submit an NSF EAGER Proposal
- Characteristics of an Effective Proposal Team Member
- Funding Agencies Are Not Monolithic
- Proposal Development Topics in Brief
- Unrealistic Expectations for Wordsmithing
- Agency Research News, Reports, Workshops & Roadmaps
- New Funding Opportunities and much more

Visit http://go.osu.edu/grantwritingnews, OSU login required. The Office of Research provides a campus-wide subscription to this excellent newsletter. The writers are experts in research/proposal development and this resource should be required reading for anyone preparing a grant proposal. The recommendations are especially helpful to those who are new to grant writing or want to enhance their proposal-writing skills. Thank you.
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